ONCE IN A WHILE
A VISION APPEARS THAT MAKES EVERYONE STOP AND WONDER

Supertech has achieved this with Supernova - a new landmark development on a magnificent site and
symbolizes human action, work and play in an
unique environment created by well-known
London based architects, Allies & Morrison.

This urban oasis reached its zenith and the two modern
structures sit side by side. The two towers make for a
breathtaking view of the city. The two towers are
connected by a skybridge which allows easy
accessibility between the two towers. The skybridge
features a unique design which adds to the aesthetic
design of the building.

The towers are connected by a skybridge which allows easy
accessibility between the two towers.

The towers are connected by a skybridge which allows easy
accessibility between the two towers.

Home at Supernova, luxury permeates every moment
of every day.
OUR ESTEEMED PARTNERS

RENOY

To ensure the success of our outstanding projects, RENOY has supplied a group of renowned contractors. The architects are a result of highly creative minds from the renowned firm, RENOY. Working on advanced design studies in the UK, Middle East, Asia, and South East Asia, they bring international experience and collaboration to together and consistently offer inspiring solutions to common problems to meet any client's expectation. They have proved once again, that creativity and viability are not mutually exclusive.

ACC - ARABIAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

Arabian Construction Company (ACC) is a dynamic and progressive organization that has grown immensely. Meticulous in its quality, ACC has been operating since 1972 through a comprehensive network of revenues and clients from the Middle East, Middle Asia, and Southeast Asia. The company has diversified operations in construction and real estate with its headquarters in Dubai. ACC’s expertise and competitive edge in the Middle East construction market have been recognized for its commitment to quality, innovation, and client satisfaction.
RECREATION THAT FITS YOUR ROYALTY

SuperNova captures the essence of luxury at its crown, offering recreational amenities where you’re surrounded by a green al fresco. Enjoy the perfect spot for these leisure opportunities by offering yoga, energy yoga, and wellness programs in the premium fitness and meditation areas.
Experience the life you deserve at SuperNova.

LUXURY IS A WAY OF LIFE

There is no alternative here at SuperNova. Each and every element of SuperNova from the design to the amenities reflects the definition of luxury. The superlative lifestyle that we offer to achieve can be seen throughout the hotel's facilities, premium suites, state-of-the-art residences, and the beautiful landscaped outdoor areas that weave across the development.
DISCOVER YOUR FANTASY HOME

With its sophisticated style, supreme residences and luxury apartments, Supernova brings you to the heart of a lifetime. Discover the awesome one-of-a-kind home where elegance and comfort live in harmony. The exuding rooms are handcrafted by designers and interior elements are selected to ensure premium quality throughout. It is a home of your dreams.

NINE TO FIVE IN FUTURE

Experience the future of business with Supernova’s high-efficient, well-designed office spaces, featuring an office area, meeting rooms, coffee areas and office work stations set the scene. Add to the impressive features like integrated conference rooms and smart ventilation system, and it can be your dream workplace.

Start your new venture in Supernova.
YOUR PLACE TO LIVE, WORK AND PLAY

Put yourself at the heart of Shanghai's vibrant way of life and the converse is true with Shanghai that you will be living to improve your work experience. As you witness grandeur in the structural homes and the scale of landscape here, you will find the intensity of a diverse life.

You will find your living space that feel like a dream home, tourism offices that make work a pleasure, independent restaurants and a recreational area.

Once you have arrived at the Supertower way of life, your future is virtually transformed.
SPIRA
INDIA’S TALLEST MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT

The captivating Spiral tower, strategically located on the New Delhi skyline. One of the six 41-storied skyscrapers, the Spiral is designed to represent nature and growth, standing 300 meters towards the sky. It possesses all the novelties of leisure, prosperity and energy.

At the peak of the development hall, housing the 360 degree observation deck, a spiral restaurant, hotel, banquets hall and function area offer 360° views over the famous cityscapes that were the original inspiration for Spiral’s design inspiration.

FEATURES
- 41-storied skyscrapers
- Hotels
- Observation deck
- Luxury hotel
- Spiral restaurant
- High-end & luxurious apartments
- Sky lounge
- Centrally located 200 meters from the Green Field
- Panoramic views of the city
- Advanced security
- Covered parking facilities
Nova Residences
The Epitome of Luxury

Superbly features two inspiring Residential tower, Nova West and Nova East. Their unique stylistic approach to luxury living, with highest quality finishes and state of the art amenities, every aspect of the living.

Each tower offers a stunning view of the city, the residential units have two levels of entrance foyers, with the penthouse level serving as the entrance foyer. The amenities include a pool with a Jacuzzi, and the penthouse level features a large entertainment area with a home cinema, gym, and spa.

Features:
- Concierge service
- Fitness center
- Clubhouse
- Commercial facilities
- Secure parking
- Security features
- Robust landscaping

 nova west
 nova east
ASTRALIS
MAKING BUSINESS A PLEASURE

Sustainable, energy-efficient, and highly sophisticated office environment designed to be the future of real estate.

Astralis Business Park is strategically located near the city's vibrant business district, offering unparalleled connectivity and access to major transport hubs. This makes Astralis Business Park the ideal choice for businesses looking to expand and thrive in the dynamic urban landscape.

FEATURES
- Landscaped campus and amenities
- Conference rooms
- Restaurants
- Coffee bar
- Business lounge
- High-speed internet access
- Relaxation area
- Professional catering
- Serviced offices
- Security
- LED lighting
- Eco-friendly design
- Sustainable practices

Astralis Business Park is designed to meet the needs of modern businesses, offering a unique blend of functionality, sustainability, and accessibility.
AURORA
FASHION AT A NEW LEVEL

If you have an eye for pure luxury, then you'll love our Aurora. The world's finest
fashion can be found here, providing you with a luxurious shopping experience. Our exclusive spas are again
inspired by the elegance and beauty of the surrounding waterways, making it a wonderful place to
soak in style and tranquility.

FEATURES

- Over 100,000 sq. ft. of retail and leisure
- Grand pedestrian entrance
- Exclusive stores
- Retail options
- Elegant interior design
- Unique commercial spaces
- High-speed elevators & escalators
- Connecting to the MRT
- Rooftop bar & restaurant
- Well-planned & controlled entrance/exit & interior layout
RADIANCE PLACE
SOMewhere TO INDULGE YOURSELF

For retail therapy or an exciting day out with friends, simply head to Radiance Place – the 6,000 sqm shopping mall.

The architecture of Radiance Place is influenced by the serpentine form of the majestic Mekong River and offers a world-class retail experience with world-class brands in an urban locale, offering the spacious, supermarket-sized shops. The retail mall is connected to the Metropole hotel and will be used for a variety of events, both commercial and cultural.

The landscaped podium features all unnecessarily allowing social activities wherever you decide to relax. There will be a variety of restaurants, cafes, recreational parks and outdoor entertainment areas for your enjoyment.

LANDSCAPED PODIUM

Part of Radiance Place, the landscaped podium will be an exciting retail and cultural destination. With a range of restaurants, cafes, and outdoor spaces, you can shop, dine, and relax in style.

The podium will host a variety of cultural and social activities, allowing you to enjoy the vibrant atmosphere of the Mekong river. A range of nearby attractions will allow visitors to explore and discover the modern city.
**Big on Location**

Supernova being a world in itself, being part of the NCR, this is the location-wise Supernova stands from South Delhi at Sector 94, Noida.

Situated: Based on the beginning of Noida, Greater Noida Expressway, Supernova is on the Metro route in South Delhi via OGD Expressway and also through the Delhi Bridge and Yamuna Expressway. Access easy to both, so Central Delhi and Noida to Noida and Greater Noida through the Greater Noida Expressway.

Supernova is strategically placed between two metro lines, both being just a 1-kilometer away, The Central Delhi-Noida line and Yamuna Expressway.
ABOUT SUPERTECH

With a legacy of over 25 years, Supertech, an ISO 9001:2000 certified company, is consistently changing the face of Indian real estate industry. The group has broadly ventured more than 150 Projects, of which 80% are commercial and residential projects, receiving the laurels of an innumerable portfolio of customers and prestigious awards. Supertech is the only company in the real estate sector with ISO 9001:2000 certification.

The group invests in a comprehensive system that involves project planning, design, engineering, project execution, and post-completion services. Supertech is recognized as a robust and dynamic player, as it is an engineering-driven culture that ensures quality, consistency, and dedication to create architecture built on state-of-the-art standards. The company's focus on quality, innovation, and efficiency has been instrumental in delivering projects on time and within budget.

In 2018, the company was awarded the Leading Real Estate Developer award by INSUR. This recognition highlights the company's commitment to excellence and its ability to deliver high-quality projects that meet the needs of customers and stakeholders.

SUPERTECH
- More than 150 Projects
- More than 1,00,000 units delivered
- Projects across 15 locations
- 55,000 sq. m. of commercial space
- 25 years of experience in the real estate sector
- Over 4.5 million sq. m. under construction
- Projects worth over Rs. 15,000 Crore in hand